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Speed and Security
Activate alerts with a simple tap of your finger. 
PIN login ensures only authorized users have 
access to activate the system.

Data and Reporting
The Rapid Response Console is always 
connected to and displays the current status 
of the Alertus System, so you always know the 
health of your system. View active alerts and 
historical activity, as well as device status and 
any system errors.

 Live Voice & Personalization 
Utilize live broadcasting to stream audio directly 
to Alertus High Power Speaker Arrays (HPSA), 
by navigating in the native dashboard of the 
console. Customize preset alert styles to match 
organization branding or align with emergency 
operations color codes or protocols. Choose from 
an extensive library of fonts, icons, backgrounds, 
and more. You can select which presets to 
highlight and their order to best suit your 
organization’s needs.

Peace of Mind
Unlike physical panic buttons, users must confirm 
alert activation and can cancel alerts before they 
go out. This means fewer mistakes and more 
confidence in the system when it’s truly needed. 
After an alert is sent, alert status and details are 
immediately available for view. 
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Specifications
Connection
• Electrical: Ethernet to Power adapter

Client
• Apple: iOS 9 or higher are required

Simplify and streamline your Alertus System activation  
with the Alertus Rapid Response Console. Authorized  
users can access customizable preset alerts to launch  
critical notifications without logging into the Alertus Console 
or complex third-party tools, reducing the risk of user error. 

Ideal for dispatch centers or Emergency Operations Centers 
with multiple users, the Rapid Response Console is ready 
24/7 for immediate activation when a crisis strikes. 

Easy Set Up and Installation
Comes ready to use “out of the box” with a 
preloaded application tied to the organization’s 
Alertus System. Tablet and wall mount kit included.


